
BE BOLD. BE BRICK. ™

Augusta collection

Brick: Spanish Moss Blend



Briarwood Blend

Fallbrook Kimberly

Old Edisto

Capers Island

Marsh Pointe

BE BOLD. BE BRICK. ™

Augusta collection

Olde Fort Augusta Pine Hill - NEW

Monticello Blend

Palmetto

Cove Pointe

Chesapeake Blend - NEW



Planters Mill

Scarlet Oak Blend

Spanish Moss Blend Stone Mountain

Sandy Creek

BE BOLD.
BE BRICK.™

PLEASE NOTE: This literature is intended to generally
show the color range of the featured product. Using 
print and photography, it is impossible to show all colors,
percentages of colors, texture and the harmless 
imperfections that may be contained in thousands of 
brick. Brick from different production runs may vary 
slightly in color range and texture.
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meridianbrick.com
© 2017 Meridian Brick Inc. - 0917

Shell Point

Exceptional Beauty. 
Effortless Performance.

The exquisite allure of 
Meridian™ Brick on your 
home or office will be a bold 
expression of your unique 
personality. Ranging from 
traditional reds to pastels 
and earth tones, from straight 
edges to tumbled and 
textured styles, our clay brick 
products enable you to 
create unique designs that 
will transform your next 
project into a signature 
statement of beauty for 
generations to come.

In addition to its beauty, brick 
is energy efficient, requires
minimal maintenance and 
provides maximum durability,
so there is no need to sacrifice
sophisticated design for
sustainability.

A solid foundation built by 
Meridian™ Brick.

Be Bold. Be Brick™.
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Columbia collection

Brick: Cottonwood



BE BOLD. BE BRICK. ™

Columbia collection

Cottonwood

Exceptional Beauty. 
Effortless Performance.

The exquisite allure of 
Meridian™ Brick on your 
home or office will be a bold 
expression of your unique 
personality. Ranging from 
traditional reds to pastels 
and earth tones, from straight 
edges to tumbled and 
textured styles, our clay brick 
products enable you to 
create unique designs that 
will transform your next 
project into a signature 
statement of beauty for 
generations to come.

In addition to its beauty, brick 
is energy efficient, requires
minimal maintenance and 
provides maximum durability,
so there is no need to sacrifice
sophisticated design for
sustainability.

A solid foundation built by 
Meridian™ Brick.

Be Bold. Be Brick™.

Redwood

Old Williamsburg

Savannah Moss

BE BOLD.
BE BRICK.™

PLEASE NOTE: This literature is intended to generally
show the color range of the featured product. Using 
print and photography, it is impossible to show all colors,
percentages of colors, texture and the harmless 
imperfections that may be contained in thousands of 
brick. Brick from different production runs may vary 
slightly in color range and texture.
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Salisbury collection

Brick: Cordoba



Catawba Ridge

Cordoba

Berkshire

Charred Oak

BE BOLD. BE BRICK. ™

Salisbury collection

Jasper

Ocean Isle

Old Madison Olde Columbia

Castlerock

Coastal Bluff

Cumberland

La Cava

Old Salem

New Swan Quarter - NEW

Craggy Mountain



Seven Oaks

Tobacco Road

Savannah Gray

BE BOLD.
BE BRICK.™

PLEASE NOTE: This literature is intended to generally
show the color range of the featured product. Using 
print and photography, it is impossible to show all colors,
percentages of colors, texture and the harmless 
imperfections that may be contained in thousands of 
brick. Brick from different production runs may vary 
slightly in color range and texture.
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Walnut Grove

Windermere

Exceptional Beauty. 
Effortless Performance.

The exquisite allure of 
Meridian™ Brick on your 
home or office will be a bold 
expression of your unique 
personality. Ranging from 
traditional reds to pastels 
and earth tones, from straight 
edges to tumbled and 
textured styles, our clay brick 
products enable you to 
create unique designs that 
will transform your next 
project into a signature 
statement of beauty for 
generations to come.

In addition to its beauty, brick 
is energy efficient, requires
minimal maintenance and 
provides maximum durability,
so there is no need to sacrifice
sophisticated design for
sustainability.

A solid foundation built by 
Meridian™ Brick.

Be Bold. Be Brick™.
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